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ABSTAACT 
Variables Effecting Cbllege 
Enrollrrent Or Nonenrollrrent 
by 
Randy Jay t-Endelron, Master of Scienoe 
Utah State University, 1979 
Major Professor: Dr. Keith ctecketts 
J::epart.m2nt: Psycrology 
'lhe pu:qx>se of this study was to determine tre reasons why 
students did not enroll at utah State in tre fall quarter of 1978 
¼hen trey had listed the university as their first choioe arrong 
institutions to attend. An equally irrp:)rtant pUifOse was to detennine 
whether or not there ~re differences in the personal characteristics 
of tre enrolled and nonenrolled groups. 
vii 
Both students who entered U.S.U. in tre fall quarter of 1978 and 
those who failed at that tine to enroll served as sarrples for the study. 
A random sanple of 150 students per group, 300 stu:ients altogether, was 
employed toward a determination of the specific reasons why students 
did not enroll. 
Both enrolled and nonenrolled students were mailed an identical 
~stionnaire ~sting reasons for enrollrrent or nonenrollrrent, 
depending on tre student's cirCurtEtanoe. A third purpa:;e was to use 
tre results to develop recornrendations which may help increase the 
percentage of applicants \\ho becare U.S.U. students. 
'Ihis stlrly disa::,vered differenres bet'W9erl students enrolled at 
Utah State University and thoS:! not enrolled with res:r:ect to factors 
\\hich might have influenred tl'Eir decision to attend/not attend utah 
State University. Differences bet'W9erl the tID groups were found for 
tl'E variables "printed rraterials and letters fran U.S.U.", "campus 
visit", "major field of stlrly", "social environnent", "rank in 
graduatinJ class" and "item influencing nost treir oocision to attend/ 
not attend u. s. u. ". Differences ret~ the t~ groups were found, 
also for tre variables "finances", "reccmrendations", and "proximity 
to h::>Ine II • 
Various SUJgestions with :res:r:ect to utah State's recruitrrent and 
enrollrrent JX)licies have reen offered. It would appear to be in utah 
State's best interest to have prospective students visit tl'E U.S.U. 
canpus as well as have the sttrlent' s parents involved in the college 
<Eeisirn-m.aking proress. It is rerorcrrended that prospective U.S.U. 
students be infornEd of financial aid applications and procedures as 
well as hear the reoomrendatirns of individuals who have had previous 
contact with Utah State University. It is suggested that the housing 
offire of u.s.u. develop pamphlets, brochures, and other such infor-
mation to be distriruted to prospective stt.rlents who will be living 





At a time when enrolbrent in higher educational institutions has 
regun to plateau and when much of the long range planning of the early 
and mid 1960's seen to rave been too optimistic, administrators must 
analyze practices, events, and policies more carefully than the lxx:.m 
years pennitterl or requirerl (W:m3.ck & M::Cluskey, 1973). As there is 
considerable evidence that oollege and university enrollments will 
remain stable through~ 1970's and decline in the 1980's (Cartter, 
1974), higher educational institutions have a responsibility to ensure 
that none of those who could profit from post-secorrlary training fail 
to take advantage of the opportunity to do so. 
Raley (1972), in reviewing the literature, has identified four 
factors that appear to affect a student's selection of a college: 
1) factors internal to the institution, e.g., academic reputation arrl 
prestige of the schcx)l; 2)factors exten1a.l to the institution, e.g., 
location of the schcx:>l, closeness to home; 3)human influences outside 
of the student, e.g. , encourageirent or discouraganent from friends, 
counselors, etc.; 4)personal student factors, e.g., finances. Further 
support for these clusters is provided by the stu:lies of Wert arrl Watley 
(1969), Stordahl (1970), and Amerson (1973). 
One of . the rrost difficult problens facing higher educational 
planners arrl program administrators is that there is little or no 
infonnation available on admitted students who ch:>ose mt to attend a 
given sch:>ol. 'Ihus we often do not know how or why students make their 
decision, what programs are appealing or unappealirq, and what other 
schools or institutions or society are in corrpetitions with a 
particular school. 
Statanent of Problem 
F.ach academic year, Utah State University (USU) has a great many 
places left open in its freshmen and transfer class after the fall 
enrollment. Of all the students who listed Utah State as their first 
choice on a nationally recognized test (A.C.T.) in 1976, and were 
subsequently admitted (2,2661, approxima.tely 63% (1,437) failed to 
enroll during the fall quarter (1977) following the year when they sat 
for the examination. As enrollment patterns have been relatively 
oonsistent at USU for a number of years, this statistic has been a 
roisane th:)m in the sides of USU officials arrl administrators. Much 
needed revenue is lost when these spaces remain uncx.:cupiErl; it is in 
Utah State's future best interests to enroll substantially rrore stu~ 
dents each year. This perennial enrollment deficit provides the 
stimulus for a thesis study done on the freshnen and transfer students 
entering USU fall quarter of 1978. 
Purpose 
The µ.ITpJSe of this study was to determine the reasons why 
students did not enroll at Utah State in the fall quarter of 1978 
' 
when they had listed the university as their first choice arrong 
institutions to atterrl. An equally inportant pl..lrfX)se was to determine 
whether or not there were differences in the perronal characteristics 
of the enrolled arrl nonenrollErl groups. 
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Both students woo enterErl USU in th? fall quarter of 1978 and 
those woo failErl at that time to enroll servErl as samples for the 
study. A random sanple of 150 students per group, 300 students 
altogether, was arployed toward a detennination of the specific reasons 
why students did rot enroll. 
A third purpose of the stu:iy was to use the results to develop 
recarrnerrlations which may help increase the percentage of applicants 
'Wl1o becane USU stu:ients. 
Objective 
The overall objective which provided th? structural fr~rk 
for this study was that certain background, achievement, arrl soci~ 
economic factors were significant when differentiating between students 
enrolled in Utah State University, am. those who failed to enroll, al-
though roth had liste::J. Utah State as their first cooice am::mg colleges 
to attend. These factors were identified by means of statistical 
analysis of student-suhnitted data. 
This scientifically based research concem:inJ Utah State's current 
recruitment and enrollment policies will serve as the basis for forth-
cxxning recamendations to University officials arrl administrators to 
m::x1ify and/or replace such if need be. 
Hypothesis 
The central hypothesis was that there w::iuld be no difference 
between the enrolled an:1 nonenrolled groups across fifteen variables 
studied (See Metlx>dology). It is rotErl that statistical tests are 
important tools of a researcher but they do not relieve an investigator 
3 
of~ obligation to suPfX)rt his findiDJS with reason as well as fact. 
This sttrly was particularly ooncernerl with practical results and 
reccmnendations as well as statistical significance. 
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CliAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITEFA'IURE 
Studies similar to this author's have :teen done at various 
institutions and colleges across tre naticn. A study done at Arkansas 
State University (Wonack & McCluskey, 1973) corrparing enrolled and non-
enrolled freshrren and transfer stuoonts v.ho made Arkansas State Univer-
sity their first ch::>ire found, (1) high sc:0001 graoo point average for 
nonenrolled students was significantly lower than tm high school grade 
point average for enrolled stuoonts, (2) family incorre was higher for 
enrolled stt.rlents, (3) advice of parents, size of college, and a 
desirable location were more irrportant cnnsioorations for the enrolled 
group, and (4) infonna.tion given by high school counselors, an offer of 
a scholarship or other financial aid, and a good athletic program \\Bre 
significantly rrore .irrportant to th::>se whJ did not enroll. 
A tv.o-part sttrly was done at Wisccnsin State University at Stevens 
Point, in 1968, by William H. Clerrents to detennine the reasons fresh-
rren and transfer applicants previously acrepted at Stevens Point cb not 
enroll tm subseqtEnt fall. Of those who enrolled elsewhere, the chief 
reason was a desire to attend school closer to hare. Financial 
ronsiderations W:?re major detenninants of institutional choire, and 
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many of tm applicants not enrolled anywhere cited financial difficulties 
as the ch~f reason. Final choice of an area of sttrly caused many 
changed plans; while a canpus visit very often "turned off" suCCEssful 
applicants fran attending W.S.U. at Stevens R:>int. 
~ seoorrl part of this study detennined reasons why those 
acrepted applicants woo mare Stevens Point treir first choiCB of schJol 
did not enroll trat following fall. Financial problems and a change of 
major appeared to l::e tre most i.mp:)rtant reasons stu::lents ch:>se anotrer 
school. Applicants who had preferred Stevens Point but did not enroll 
an~re cited narriage and the decision to go to ~rk as tre rrost 
significant reasons (Clerrents, 1968). 
A second study was canpleted by Clerrents at the sane University 
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in 1972, closely paralleling tre previously referenced ore done in 1968. 
'Ihis project resulted in tre sane patterns and reasons for ooth ncn-
enrol1nent at Stevens Point dtE to enrolling else\\here and ncnenrollrrent 
at Stevens Point or any other school (Clerrents, 1973). 
'Ihe nature of tre "no-show'' ( aCCBpted student at a rni versity who 
does not subseqtEntly attend) problem was studied at Alcorn State 
University fo r the fall serresters of 1973 and 1974. Approximately 45% 
of t hose surveyed did no t attend any college in the fall. '1he primary 
reason for ncnattendance at any college was given as financial by 34% 
of tre students surveyed. 'Ihe primary reason for those attending 
college other than Alcorn State University was a res ire to attend a 
college near horre (26% surveyed gave this reason) and tre desired major 
was unavailable at Alcorn State (10% surveyed indicated this choice) 
(Williams, 1976). 
In September, 1972 approximately 1,325 stu::lents were acrepted for 
admission to Florida A. and M. University, but 32% failed to enroll. 
'Ihese "no-shCMS" v.ere sent a questionnaire requesting tre res1xm<Ee to 
indicate the broad area of his/her educational or vocational activity 
as of Obtol::er 1972 and why re/sre chose not to attend Florida A. and M. 
Of those who didn't enroll, 58% of them were attending another 
oollege while 29% were v;orking ( full or part-tirre) . 'Ihe rrost irrpor-
tant reasons stud2nts acrepted at A. and M. enrolled elsewhere were: 
(1) they were offered a sch:Jlarship at another institution, (2) there 
was availability of part-tine work, and (3) they were awarded a grant. 
Closely associated with these reasons was (4) a desire to attend a 
college located near hone (Florida A. and M. Uliversity, 1974). 
A dissertation cb~ at Auburn University in the Fall Quarter 1974 
looked at factors which detennined the nooenrollrrent of accepted fresh-
nen applicants. A descriptive analysis of the factors influencing the 
decision not to enroll indicated a strong financial impact on the 
enrollnent decision. The mcst inportant factors detennined were 
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(1) the availability of financial assistanre: scholarship aid, student 
loans, grants, and (2) the cost of attending Auburn University, includ-
ing tuition and living expenses. Academic considerations were indicated 
as J?roviding a minimal influence on the d2cisi on not to enroll at Auburn, 
althoUJh exerting a very irrportant influence on the decision to apply. 
The only irrportant influence provided by people was the advice of 
TIEinl::ers of the family. AJ..rra:;t 94% of the respondents were enrolled at 
scme institutim of higher educatim (~der, 1975) . 
.Another doctoral dissertation, similar in nature to the previously 
cited one, was condu:::ted at the University of Missouri (Cblumbia) by 
Kenneth Parsons in 1961. He looked at reasons for the nonenrollrrent of 
accepted applicants for the 1959-1960 academic year. Irrportant 
surrmarizations related to this author's sttrly were (1) of the ac02pted 
applicants who did not enroll at the University of Missouri, rrore than 
70% were enrolled at sorre other college or tmiversity. (2) It seeITE 
evident that large nunbers of prospective students had a sinrere 
desire to enroll at a college mere classes \'.Ould te snail. (3) Many 
of tre accepted applicants in:iicated that it tecarre neressary to nake 
changes in their plans tecause of financial problem:;. ( 4) Fourteen 
per cent of the resp:::ndents indicated that a desire to attend a 
particular college "to te near a close friend or friends" influenred 
their decisirns. (5) 'Ihe availability of scholarships and other types 
of stu:3ent assistanre was an inportant factor in the fonnation of the 
resfX)ndents' decision. Fina.Uy, (6) a considerable nunber of prospect-
ive students (11.1%) ,;.,ere discouraged by correspondenre received from 
tre University. The correspcndenre in question probably included roth 
.improperly prepared letters, and letters intentionally designed to 
discourage applicants for any of several possible reasons (Parsons, 
1961). 
In 1972 and 1973, a 37-item q1.Estionnaire, tre Accepted Applicant 
Survey (MS) was mailed to a nurrter of stu:lents acrepted for admittance 
at Hofstra University. In the 1972 study, tre focus was on applicants 
accepted by Hofstra but who decided not to attend (no-shows). In 1973, 
qt.Estionnaires ,;.,ere mailed to roth no-shows and those -who did attend 
the sch:x)l. 'Ihe 3_7-item qt.Estionnaire was broken down into six factors 
relevant to college cooice. 'Ihey were academic, locatirn, financial, 
social activities, external advice, and mixed (e.g. donns, school 
calendar, etc. - items not purely any one factor) . 
In roth 1972 and 1973, the no-show freshm:m considered academic, 
location, and financial factors nnst inportant when ch:x)sing a school 
with social activities, external advice, and mixed factors teing of 
decreasingly less inportance. 'Ihe no-show students considered quality 
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of faculty, career and job cmsi~rations and graduate school 
oonsideration, appearanre of tre canpus, financial factors, and number 
of stu~ts as nore irrportant in choosing a college than students whJ 
attend Hofstra. On tre other hand, students who did attend Hofstra 
ranked camruting oonvenience as nore critical than those who did not 
attend the University. 
'lhe major oonclusion which can be reached from the analysis of 
differences between individuals who choose Hofstra as their first choire 
school and those who chose it as treir seoond-fifth cmire, is that 
academic and social activities are nore .important for the latter group, 
'M'lile financial and ccmmuti.ng attributes are nore irrportant to the 
fonrer. These trends are not only strong, but they are rerrarkably oon-
sistent betv.een tre 1972 and 1973 sanples (~tlay, et. al.). 
A telephone survey of 500 people admitted to the University of 
Maryland, Cbllege Park (UMCP) , but whJ did not enroll in the fall of 
1974, was oonduc:ted. Resp:mses v-.Bre rereived fran 437 (87%) of the no-
sh~. First, 89% of tre no-smws ~e attending another four-year 
school. 'Ihe major reasons that no-shows did not attend UM:P was it was 
not their first cmire school (49%) and trey did not have eoough noney 
to enroll (14%). , The rrain reasons no-shows chose another school was 
snaller size, and more personal atrrosphere (20%), and better school 
academically (16%). When asked what trey liked least about UMCP, they 
said size (50%) and poor on-carrpus musing (20%) (Carrington & 
Sedlaook, 1974). 
Altmugh not as applicable, enrollrrent-nonenrollrrent studies v-.Bre 
cbne at various tw-year schools across the nation; e.g. Kalarrazoo 
Valley Cbnmunity Cbllege (Kocher, 1975), MJdesto Junior College 
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(Andersen, 1967), and Cerritos Cbllege (Sharrburg, 1973) , and results 
obtained were quite similar to those found at four-year schools. 
Analysis of the various data led to the conclusion that, first and 
forerrost, financial problems, as ~11 as acceptance by another school, 
procedural problems in registration, and terrporary defernent of entrance 
~re the ma;t inportant reasons for not ccnpleting the enrollnent pro-
cedures upon acceptance by the various two-year rolleges. 
Vocational and technical institutes also face enrollnEnt difficul-
ties. In order to detennine the barriers to enrollnEnt in Wisconsin 
vocational and technical institutes, 440 questicnnaires were sent to 
potential students in t.~e 1975-1976 smool year; 198 questionnaires 
~re returned, over half fran students who had applied but did not 
attend, for a response rate of 45%. Iesults of the survey indicated 
that, o"Verall, jm security, need for rroney, career indecisiveness, 
program difficulties, and transportation were the rcain barriers to 
enrol.1nent at vocational - technical sch(X)ls (Srreaton & Wagner, 19760). 
A stu::ly also attenpted to follav-up students who ~re admitted to 
the Graduate School at Western Illinois University but failed to enroll. 
'Ihe no-shows were carpa:red for the Fall Quarters 1971, 1972, and 1974. 
'Ihe reasons for not attending W .I. U. were analyzed in :reference to 
those attending sane other graduate school as well as those not enrolled 
elsewhere. 'Ihe rrost frequently cited reasons involved financial 
problems. One-half of the no-shows enrolled at another school checked 
on the questiamaire srne type of financial snag for not attending 
W. I. U. Inadequate financial aid and student choooing to work were the 
rrost frequent reasons for not attending W .I. u. or anywhere else 
(L~ck & Urycki, 1974). 
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In a study done by 1eo Mundy (1976) for Arrerican Cbllege 'resting, 
he has proposed statistical findings ¼hich are at odds with a nunber of 
studies previously cited by this author concerning rollege-going stu-
dents. Mundy states, (1) college cost is not a significant barrier to 
needy college-round students and<bes not cause those who attend to 
chx>se a college on tre basis of their ability to pay rollege rosts, 
and (2) students cb not tend to clx::>Ose a college primarily because of 
its location, e.g. close to hone. 
Ibv.Bver, as Mundy tells tre reader, there v.Bre t...o major limita-
tims to his study. One was that as the source of stu:3ents' family 
incare, .?\CT relied up:>n students estimate of family inmrre. A full 30% 
of stoo.ents did not know their family incorre or preferred not to 
respond. The seoond major l.imitation is that college oosts as used in 
th2 stu::ly are rrore gross than they might actually be. Mundy assurrBd 
that all students were living in residence, simply because that is the 
case for rrost oollege students. However, this is not the circumstance 
for all oollege students, thus seriously weakening Mundy' s study. We 
might therefore ass~ at this point Mundy's findings are inconclusi\1\9 
until future testing takes place with a oorrection made for those 
procedural limitations. 
Substantial research has made evident particular patterns of 
college enrollment-nonenrollnent. Admitted students primarily failed 
to enroll at th2 various educational institutions due to financial 
considerations. Other important factors deterring stu::1ents enroll.Irent 
in certain oolleges and universities was a c'Esire to attend another 
oollege near mrre and/or the desired major was unavailable. Hov.ever, 
each stlrly was developed with specific individual idiosyncrasies as to 
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make further generalizations inappropriate at this point. 
In reviewing the literature, no previous study was found whereby 
identical questionnaires ~re sent to 1:x>th the nonenrolled and the 
enrolled groups of students of a particular institution. It is assurred 
having 1:x>th groups of tre study respond to tre sarre questionnaire allows 
for lllproved variable differentiation tetween them. It was intended 
that any differenres ten.een the tvD groups in tenns of th: variables 
~uld result in rec:x::mrrendations with respect to Utah State's current 
recruitment and enrollrrent policies. 
OIAPI'ER I II 
METIDOOI.DGY 
Subjects 
t-bst oolleges and universities require sorre nationally reoognized 
test as a oorrlition for admission . Th:!se tests are ordinarily taken 
during the junior or senior year of high sclxx:>l and the results are 
made available to the interested institutions. Utah State lhiversity 
has greatly encouraged freshrren and transfer students to submit Arreri-
can ())llege Test (ACT) results S.ll1CE t!E fall quarter of 1961. One of 
t.~ services rendered by ACT is tlE class profile of th:::>se students 
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¼'ho gave the oollege as their first thraigh sixth choice am:mg institu-
tions ¼'hich they hoped to attend. 
The Arrerican ())llege Testing Servire provided USU with a c::x:,nputer 
tape record of each person who listed the university as their first 
through sixth choice. 'Ihis tar:e was matched against Utah State 's fall 
enrollnent tape (1978) and two groups of subjects ~re identified. 'Ihe 
first grotp ccnsisted of admitted students who took the ACT in 1977-
1978 and who sul::sequently enrolled in the fall of 1978 in the Univer-
' sity. 'Ihe second group oonsisted of tmse admitted students ¼'ho took 
the ACT in 1977-1978 but who failed to enroll for the f'all quart.er of 
1978. The students who listed the university as their first choire ~e 
partitioned from both groups, leaving four groups of stud:mts ill all. 
It \vaS assurred that the listing of an institution as a first choire 
represented a oonsidered choice while a listing of a second through 
sixth choire was undertaken with less camtittrrent. It trerefore 
follows Utah State would have a better opportunity to enroll first 
choice students, as opposed to second through sixth choice students, 
in view of the fact at sare point in the student's college decision-
making process USU was the nost appealing institution to attend. Sub-
dividing both the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups between first 
choice students and second through sixth choice students allowed an 
investigation of differences occurring between first versus second 
through sixth choice stu::lents within the enrolled and the nonenrolled 
groups. 
A randan sarrple of 75 students per group, 300 students altogether, 
¼'ho listed Utah State as their first through sixth choice in 1977 was 
chosen to participate in the study. Table 1 gives a carplete breakdc:Mn 





Group Distribution by Choice 








A mailed written questionnaire was errployed to investigate any 
differences between the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups. Question-
naires utilized in previous stu::lies by Worrack and !1cCluskey (1973), 
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Clerrents (1972), and Williams (1976) served as references for the 
developrrent of the qtEstionnaire presently errployed (Appendix A). An 
informal pilot testing of the questionnaire by 15 stl.](EiltS and 7 full-
tine faculty rremrers of utah State University resulted in irrproverrents 
and recorrmendations as to make tre questionnaire a rrore viable instru-
rrent of data collectiom. 'Ihe students gave valuable SU3"gestions with 
regard to the clarity of theqtEstionnaire directions as well as the 
overall seqmncing of tre instrurrent. Faculty rrembers offered ~r-
tise in tenns of tre qtEstionnaire content and wording. As a result, 
subcategories v.Bre inclwed within the variables of printed rraterials 
and letters from utah State University, finances, recomrendations, 
ID3.jor field, and proximity to h:Jrre to make the questionnaire a rrore 
conclusive instrurrent to differentiate retween the groups. Secondly, 
the ~rding of the questionnaire was carefully edited to eliminate as 
rm.1ch bias as :r:ossible. 
TlE unique feature of htis newly designed questionnaire was that 
it was developed to oollect the respmses of roth the enrolled and 
nonenrolled groups. Inforffi::l.tion included in this study was also 




Both enrolled and nonenrolled students received an identical 
qt:estionnaire reqtEsting reasons for enrollnent or nonenrollrrent, 
depending on the student's circunstance. Addresses of roth groups ~re 
obtained £ran a:ldress cards sent to the lIDiversity by ACT. Qtestion-
na.ires ~re sent in "Please Forward" envelopes so as to ensure as rrany 
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enrolled stwents at USU or other institutions, as well as those non-
enrolled stwents living at or av.ay from hone, w::>uld receive and return 
the questionnaire. A random sanple of 75 newly enrolled freshnen and 
transfer stuients mo had listed Utah State as their first choice in 
1977 were sent questionnaires as -well as 75 rand:>m stu<Ents 'M'10 listed 
utah State as their first choice in 1977, and W=re admitted, but decided 
against enrolling at USU for tre 1978 fall quarter. A random sarrple of 
75 newly enrolled freshrren and transfer students wh'.:> listed the univer-
sity as their second through sixth choice in 1977 -were also sent 
qtEstionnaires as W=ll as 75 randan students who listed utah State as 
their se(X)nd through sixth cmice in 1977, and v.iere admitted, but decided 
against enrolling at this miversity for the 1978 fall quarter. 
Addressed, postage-paid return envelopes were errployed in hopes of 
getting IT0Ximum response rate. Our goal was to obtain a 70% return 
rate per (4) group{s). All non-responding subjects within a group not 
IrEeting tre 70% crit eria were sent a follo.v-u p qce stionnaire identical 
to the previous one mailed. Subjects -were given seven weeks to respond 
to the first nailing of the qtEstionnaires. After seven weeks had 
elapsed fran tre day tre initial packet was sent out, a second packet 
was sent to all individuals within a groq:> not neetinJ respcnse crite-
rion. Second nailing responses -were accepted until five veeks had 
passed since tre tirre trey -....ere mailed out. 
AccorrpanyinJ tre questionnaire was a cover letter explaining the 
purpose of the brief qt.Estionnaire and the intended stuiy and the desire 
for the stu<Ent 's cooperatim (Appendix B and Appendix C). 'Ihe packet 
was sent through the Counseling and Testing Center at usu. 
Procedural Limitations 
Sarrple size was limited to tm bare minimum necessary to oonplete 
the study in an attenpt to diminish oosts as much as p::,ssible. A 
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seoond limitation was a great many of the student's addresses ~re not 
up-to-date. A sizable percentage of tha:;e students whooe ACT results 
~re sent to their hone address have :rcoved c:May from hare for one reason 
or another. . A third limitation of this sttrly was one CDimOn to all 
sttrlies enploying questionnaires; people are reluctant to do sorrething 
for nothing. 
Although the study had limitations to sare degree, they surely 
~re not insunrountable. On the whole, the research design for this 
stlrly effectively minimized those factors which might have discouraged 
unde1.taking this project. 
Iesearch Design 
The mJmrer of variables \vhich oould have been studied was quite 
large. Fran this !X)Ol, fifteen ~re selected for analysis (Table 2) . 
All infonnation was readily available fran the qtEstionnaire cx:mpleted 
cy the students or the ACT results. On the questionnaire, all students 
~re asked to rank, on a scale fran ore to five, nine variables which 
might have inf lumced their decision to attend or not attend Utah State 
University. These variables ~re personal health, printed materials 
and letters from Utah State, financial status, carrpus visit, reaJillreI1-
datims, (intended) major field of stu:ly, social environrrent at Utah 
State, proximity to horre, and availability of housing. Other variables 
of the stu:ly included on the questionnaire was student's sex, size of 
h:>ITe town, and rank in his/her graduating class. 
Questionnaire 
1. Personal Health 
Table 2 
Variables Stu:lied 
2. Printed Materials and letters 
3. Financial Situation 
4. Canpus Visit 
5. Fecamrendations 
6. Major Field of Study 
7. Social Environrrent 
8. Proximity to Horre 
9. Availability of Housing 
10. Sex 
11. Size of Herre 'Ibwn 
12 . Graduating Class Rank 
ACT Cbnputer Cards 
13. Length of tirre bet~ (ACT) testing and fall enrollrrent 
14. State of 1€sidency 
15. Clloice ( first through sixth) of utah State 
Tre three rema.ining variables studied ~re obtained from the ACT 
catputer cards. These variables were length of tirre retween (ACT) 
testing and fall enrollrrent, resident or non-resident of utah, and 
(first through sixth) choice of Utah State by the stt.rlent. 
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It was hypothesized there 'M:>uld be no differences l::Etween the 
enrolled and nmenrolledgroi..ps across the fifteen variables. It was 
also hypothesized there 'M:>uld be no differences l::Etv.Ben those sttrlents 
listing Utah State as their first choice and those sttrlents listing USU 
as their second through sixth choice of institutions to attend across 
the fifteen variables. 
Analysis 
Analysis of tre data was concerned with detennining differences 
betw2en the enrolled group of sttrlents and the nonenrolled group across 
the fifteen variables. A seconda.ry priority of the data analysis in-
volved a determination of differences ret~en those stuoonts who list-
ed Utah State University as their frist choire and those sttrlents who 
listed USU as their second through sixth choice of colleg2 to attend. 
In total, analysis of the data focused on finding differenres betv.Ben 
enrolled versus nonenrolled stuoonts and also between first choice 
versus secorrl through sixth moire stu::lents. 
A chi-square test of independence was errployed to detennine 
differences bet~ nonenrolled first choire sttrlents and nonenrolled 
secorrl throu:Jh sixth choice sttrlents with respect to the IOCGt applic-
able activity the 'sttrlents are presently engaged in. A cumulative 
tally was obtaired with respect to other institutions the nonenrolled 
students are attending for tre fall quarter of 1978. IEsults are 
oorronstratep. in Table 6. 
For tre variables personal health, printed rraterials and letters 
from Utah State, finances, carrpus visit, recx::inm:mdations , major field 
of study, social envirorurent, and availability of housing plus a ninth 
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variable "Other", two chi-square tests of independere ~re perfo:rned. 
One chi-square test of independence was enployed to detennine differ-
enres between the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups of stu:lents 
across specific factors whim oould influenre a stl.ld2nt's decision to 
attend or not attend Utah State. A seoond dli-squa.re test of indepen-
dence was errployed to differentiate between students listing USU as 
their first ch:>ice of school and those stooents listing this univer-
sity as their second through sixth choire of school to attend across 
the sane specific factors which rould influence an individual's 
decision to enroll or not enroll at Utah State. For analytical pur-
poses, it was assmro that the questiorJ1aL---e scale nunbers (one through 
five) ~re nominal nUit1Cers. 
Other pertirent student info:rmatian conce1.-ning factors to attend 
or not attend Utah State was obtained on the qlESticnnaire and categor-
ized within its appropriate variable ('rable 3) . Each of the thirteen 
sulx:::ategories were treated as a separate entil y by two different chi-
square tests of independence. One dli-square test of independenre was 
errployed to test for differences between the enrolled and the nonenroll-
ed groups of stu:lents across each of these thirteen swcategories. A 
second chi-square ,test of independence was utilized to detect any 
differences betv.een first choice stl.ld2nts of Utah State and seoond 
th...-rough sixth choice students of USU across each of the thirteen sub-
categories. 
For tre variable "Proximity to Hone", t\4.D mi-square tests of 
independence were utilized again. One chi-square test of independence 
was perfonred to detennine if there ~re any differences between the 
enrolled group and the nonenrolled group of students with respect to 
Table 3 
Breakdown of Subcategories by Variable 
Personal Health 
none 





4 • Persoral Financial Status 
5. Parent's Financial Help 




















their preference to enroll at or EMey fran hare when choosing a 
school. A second chi-square test of independence was dore to detect 
differences betv.een first choice students and serond through sixth 
choice stwents of Utah State with respect to their preference to en-
roll at or cMay from horre men choosing a college to attend. 
'l\..o chi-square tests of independence were perfonred with reference 
to the variable ( one throU:Jh nine of '!able 2 plus "Otrer") which rrost 
influ:mced the student's decision to attend or not attend utah State 
University. One chi-sqrare test of independence was perforrred to find 
differences between the enrolled arid the nonenrolled groups of stu-
dents. The second chi-square test of incependence perfonred sought 
differences between first choice students and se<X>nd through sixth 
choice students of USU with respect to the rrost influ:mtial variable. 
Other remaining variables studied that might have influ:mced a 
stu:lent to attend or not attend Utah State University in the fall 
quarter of 1978 were the student's sex, size of horre tCMn, state of 
residency (utah versus non-utah), and length of tine be~n (ACT) 
testing and 1978 USU fall enrollnent. Each one of the variables was 
analyzed by t~ chi-square tests of independence. One chi-square 
test of independenre was enployed to detennine differences across 
each of these four variables between the nonenrolled and the enrolled 
groq:, of students at USU. A secnrrl chi-square test of independenre 
sought differences between first choice students of USU and se<X>nd 
through sixth choice students of utah State for each of these final 
four variables. 
Lastly, a cumulative tally was rerorced and tabled for the non-
enrolled stwents with respect to the question asking whether they 
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ever plan to be an 1.ll1dergraduate stt.rlent at Utah State University. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The overall objective which provided the structural frclll'e¼Ork 
for this study was that certain background, achievement, and socio-
econanic factors ~re significant when differentiating between students 
enrolled in Utah State University, and those who failed to enroll, al-
though l:oth had listed Utah State as their first choice arrong colleges 
to attend . 
It was hypothesized there would be no differences between the 
enrolled and the nonenrolled groups across the variables studied. It 
was also hypothesized there would be m differences between those 
students listing Utah State as their first choice and those students 
listing USU as their second throU]h sixth choice of institution to 
attend across the variables studied. 
Results 
Data was collected for twelve weeks and covered two mailing per-
iods. At the end of twelve weeks, 186 out of 300 students had respond-
ed for a 62% total ,return rate (See Table 4). One hundred three of 150 
enrolled students returned questionnaires for a 69% return rate. From 
the non.enrolled group, 83 out of 150 returned the questionnaires for a 
55% rate of return. Of those students who listed Utah State as their 
first choice of school, 96 out of 150 returned questimnaires for a 64% 
rate of return. Ninety out of 150 students wh::> listed Utah State as 
their second through sixth choice of school returned the questionnaire 





Response Distribution by Choice 














Fifty-one out of 75 students who enrolled and previously listed 
Utah State as their first choice returned questionnaires for a 68% 
response rate. Of those students who enrolled and previously listed 
Utah State as their second through sixth choice, 52 out of 75 returned 
the questionnaire for a 69% response rate. Fort y- five out of 75 stu-
dents who did not enroll and previously listed Utah State as their 
first choice returned questionnaires for a 60% rate of response. Fran 
those students who did not enroll and previously listed USU as their 
second through sixth choice, 38 out of 75 returned questionnaires for 
a 51% response rate. Fifty-five percent of the returns cane fran the 
enrolled group and 45% carre frcm the nonenrolled group. Fifty-one 
percent of the total returns cane fran tlnse students listing Utah 
State as their first choice and 49% cane from those students listing 
utah State as their second through sixth choice of school to attend. 
The greatest percentage of nonenrolled students (67%) are en-





Attending another school 
Working (part-ti.Jre or full-time) 
Full-ti.Jre hcnerraker 










nonenrolled students (21%) were presently working part-ti.Ire or full-
time as their rrost applicable activity. 
Table 6 lists those (X)lleges stu:ients enrolled at if they chose 
not to attend Utah State University. Of the schools with two or :rrore 
responses, they were either institutions in Utah or schools associated 
with ' the M:mron church or both. 
For the pw:pose of facilitating presentation, differences between 
the enrolled and · nonenrolled groups for all variables studied will be 
presented first to be follo.ved by a second section which is (X)ncerned 
with those differences between first choice students and second throu:Jh 
sixth choice students on all variables stu:iied. 
There was no significant difference found between the enrolled 




Colleges Presently Attended by those Responding 
Students not Enrolled At Utah State 
School 
Weber State College 
Brigham Young University 
University of utah 
Ricks College 
utah Technical College 
Dixie College 
Southern Utah State College 
Boise State 




L.D.S. Business College 
M:>ntana State University 
Snow College 
Stevens Henager College 
University of Califon1ia 
University of Florida (Gainesville) 
University 0f Wisoonsin 
West Valley Junior College 
X-ray Program (St. Mrrks Hospital) 
























Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students with 
respect to Printed Materials and letters 
fran Utah State University 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
No 4 21 25 
irrportance 
16 10 26 
33 19 52 
29 11 40 
Great 
irrportance 11 9 20 
Total 93 70 163 
Chi-Square= 22.21067* 
E .05 
There was a significant difference found on the variable "printed 
rraterials and letters from Utah State University" (Table 7) between 
the enrolled and the nonenrolled group. Twenty-five sti.rlents put ro 
.inportance of prin~ed rraterials arrl letters when choosing a school, of 
these students 21 (84%) did not enroll at Utah State. In fact, of 
those 93 responding enrolled students, 73 (78%) said the materials and 
letters sent by Utah State were of average to great irrportance when 
deciding what school to attend. 
There were, hawever, no significant differences found on the 
subfactors quantity, quality, and timliness of the printed materials 









Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled 



















There was a significant difference found between the enrolled 
and the nonenrolled group on the variable "finances" (See Table 8). 
Forty responding students circled between average and great 
' 
irrportance when choosing a school, of those 28 (70%) enrolled at Utah 
State. Of the 15 responding students who put no irrportance on the 
finances variable, 12 (80%) of them did not enroll at USU. 
The enrolled and nonenrolled groups of students responded signifi-
cantly differently when asked to respond to their personal financial 
status (Table 9). Eighty students could attend sane colleges rut not 
others without financial aid, of these students 54 (68%) enrolled at 
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Table 9 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled 
Students with respect to 
Personal Financial Status 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled 
attend anywhere 20 16 
without finan-
cial aid 
without aid, 54 26 
attend sare but 
not others 
not attend 24 31 
an:ywhere with-
out aid 
Other 0 1 










A significant ,difference was found be~ the enrolled and the 
nonenrolled groups responses with regard to parent's financial help 
(Table 10). Of the 61 students 'Whose parents were willing to help to 
the extent of their resources, 40 (66%) of these students enrolled at 
Utah State. 
A significant difference was found between the enrolled and non-
enrolled groups responses with regard to scholarships and financial 
aid (Table 11). Ninety-five students did not apply for a scholarship 
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Table 10 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 
with respect to Parent's Financial Help 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
able and willing 30 18 48 
to help 
help to extent 40 21 61 
of resources 
provide only 15 17 32 
limited help 
not used as a 12 19 31 
source of f und-
ing 
Total 97 75 172 
Chi-Square= 7.93962* 
E . os 
or financ i al aid, of these stlrlents 57 (60%) did not enroll at Utah 
State. Thirty - three students did apply for a scholarship or financial 
aid and the subsequent anount offered by USU was adequate; 30 of these 
students (91%) enrQlled at Utah State. A chi-square test of independ-
enoe was perfonred on those nonenrolled and enrolled students woo did 
apply for financial aid. No significant differences were found between 
the two groups, oowever, for the subfactor scholarships and financial 
aid. 
Sixty-eight students applied for financial aid and scholarships, 
of these students 54 ( 79%) enrolled at Utah State while 14 ( 21%) did 
not enroll at this University. 
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Table 11 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students with 
respect to Scholarships and Financial Aid applied for 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
scholarship or 20 42 62 
aid not applied 
for 
scholarship or 18 15 33 
aid not applied 
for and no aid 
offered 
scholarship or 7 3 10 
aid offered but 
insufficient 
scholarship or 30 3 33 
aid offered and 
am:nmt adequate 
Other 17 8 25 
Total 92 71 163 
Chi-Square= 32.84982* 
E .05 
There was a significant difference found between the enrolled 
and the nonenrolled groups on~ variable "campus visit" (Table 12). 
One htm.dred three of the responding students did visit USU, of these 
students 75 ( 73%) enrolled at Utah State. Seventy responding stooents 
did not visit Utah State, of these students 48 (69%) did not enroll at 
this University. Of those 62 responding stments who visited this 
carrpus, and placed rrore than average to great importance on their 
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Table 12 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 
with respect to Canpus Visit 
Students 
En.rolled Nonenrolled 'Ibtal 
No l 5 6 -
importance 
9 2 11 
+l 16 8 24 ·M 
rJl 
·M ::> 25 7 32 
Great 24 6 30 
inlfortance 
No 15 37 52 
importance 
0 3 3 
+l 
·M 5 3 8 (/l s 
~ 2 5 
7 
Great 0 0 0 
inportance 
'Ibtal 97 76 173 
Chi-Square= 42.88912* 
.2. .05 
ca'Tpus visit when choosing their future school, 49 (79%) of these 
students enrolled at Utah State University. 
There was a significant difference found l::etween the enrolled 
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and the nonenrolled groups of students on the variable "reccmnendations" 
(See Table 13) . Seventy-six responding students put more than average 
to great inportance on recomrendations of Utah State when choosing a 
Table 13 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 







I2. • 05 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled TOtal 
5 11 16 
5 10 15 
18 17 35 
36 16 52 
18 6 24 
82 60 142 
school, of these students 54 (71%) enrolled at Utah State University. 
There was no significant differences l::et...een the enrolled and the 
nonenrolled groups with respect to the reccrnrtEndatims of the student's 
counselor, teachers, friends, or other. However, if the student had 
the recxmrendation of his parents when choosin:1 a college (Table 14) , 
he/she was rrore likely to enroll at USU than not to. Sixty-eight 
responding students had their parent's recararendation when choosing a 
oollege, of ,these students 52 (76%) enrolled at Utah State University. 
There was no significant difference between the enrolled and the 
nonenrolled group with respect to tre quality of the recornrendations. 
Ho..,rever, of those 164 responding students, 134 (82%) of these students 
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Table 14 
Iesponses of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 
with respect to Parent's Reccmnendations 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
No Parent 
Reccmrendation 51 67 118 
Parent 
Recamrendation 52 16 68 
Total 103 83 186 
Corrected Chi-Square= 17.97882* 
E . 05 
received either rrostly positive or all :p:,sitive reoonmendations of 
Utah State University (Table 15). 
There was a significant difference found between the enrolled and 
the nonenrolled groups of students with respect to their intended 
major field of study (See Table 16) . Ninety-one responding students 
put rrore than average to great importance on their prospective major 
field of study when ch(X)sing a school to attend, of these students 59 
(65%) enrolled at Utah State University. 
There was no significant difference found between the enrolled 
and the nonenrolled groups of stlrlents with respect to the individual 
departrrents of study within Utah State as well as the reputation of 
the particular departrrents. 
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Table 15 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 
with respect to Quality of Recamerrlatirns 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled 'Ibtal 
all negative 0 0 0 
nostly 2 1 3 
negative 
about 50/50 10 17 27 
nostly 58 38 96 
positive 
all positive 24 14 38 
'Ibtal 94 70 164 
A significant difference was found retween the enrolled and the 
nonenrolled groups of students concerning the variable "social environ-
rrent" (See Table 17). Eleven responding students put no irrportance of 
social environnent ,when choosing a school, of these students 10 (91%) 
did not enroll at Utah State. Of those 54 students who felt social 
environment was of rrore than average importance when choosing a school, 
42 (78%) of these individuals enrolled at Utah State University. 
There was a significant difference found retween the enrolled and 
the nonenrolled groups of students with respect to the variable 
"proximity to horre" (See Table 18). One hundred thirty-t:Y.D students 
felt proximity to heme was of average to great importance when choosing 
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Table 16 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 






Chi- Square= 10.40898* 
_E .05 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
4 9 13 
4 8 12 
15 7 22 
28 12 40 
31 20 51 
82 56 138 
a sch(X)l, of th ese students 85 (64%) enrolled at Utah State. Of 
those 36 students who felt proximity to hare was of less than average 
irrportance to no irrportance Ylhen ch(X)sing a school to attend, 26 (72%) 
of these students did not enroll at Utah State University. 
A significant difference was found between the enrolled and the 
IX)nenrolled groups of students with respect to the choice of wanting/ 
needing to be at mne versus wanting/needing to be cMay fran hane when 
attending/not attending Utah State University (Table 19). Ninety-eight 
students needed/wanted to be away from hare, of these students 68 (69%) 
enrolled at USU. 
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Table 17 
Reactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 
with respect to Social Environment 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled Total 
No 1 10 11 
inportance 
8 8 16 
23 19 42 
42 12 54 
Great 
inportance 22 25 47 
Total 96 74 170 
Chi-Square= 22.12624* 
£ . os 
There was no significant differences be~en the enrolled and 
the nonenrolled groups of students for the variables "availability 
of housing" and "sex" of the responding student. 
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A significant difference was found between the enrolled and too 
nonenrolled groups of students with respect to the item influencing 
nost the student's decision to attend/not attend Utah State University 
(Table 2 O) • Fifty-three stlrlents indicated finances as their rrost 
influencing ,item, of these students 30 (57%) close not to attend Utah 
State University. Of the 15 students who chose "other" as their rrost 
inportant item when choosing a school, 12 (80%) of these individuals 
decided not to ~ to Utah State. There were 23 students who indicated 
Table 18 
Feactions of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students 






Oli-Square = 17.08515 
E .os 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolled 'Ibtal 
4 15 19 
6 11 17 
24 13 37 
26 11 37 
35 23 58 
95 73 168 
Table 19 
Responses of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students with respect 
to Needing/Wanting to be At or lwva.y fran Hare 
At 
'Ibtal 










Corrected a-ii-Square= 9.92822* 







Responses of Enrolled and Nonenrolled Students with 
respect to Item Influenci.'1g MJst their Decision to 
Attend/Not Attend USU 
Students 
Enrolled Nonenrolle:J. 'Ibtal 
No Response 14 13 27 
Printed Materials l l 2 
Finances 23 30 53 
Carcpus Visit 4 0 4 
Reccmrendations 21 3 24 
Major Field of 16 7 23 
Study 
Social Environrrent 2 3 5 
Proximity to hare 19 13 32 
Availability 0 l l 
of Housing 
Other 3 12 15 





Single Item Influencing M:Jst Decision to 
Attend/Not Attend USU 
(Corrposite) 
Item No. % 
Finances 53 28% 
Proximity to Hane 32 17% 
Reccmrendations 24 13% 
Major Field of Study 23 12% 
Other 15 8% 
Social Environrre..n.t 5 3% 
C.ampus Visit 4 2% 
Printed Materials and letters 2 1% 
Availability of Housing l 1% 
Personal Health 0 0% 
No Response 27 15% 
Total 186 100% 
' rrajor field of study was their rrost influencing item when deciding on 
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a school to attend, of these students 16 (70%) chose to enroll at this 
university. Twenty-four students indicated "recomrendations" was their 
rrost influencing item when choosing a schcxJl, of these students 21 (88%) 
chose to attend USU. 
Table 21 gives a ccnposite listing for all 186 resporrling students 
with respect to the i tern influencing rrost their decision to attend or 
not attend Utah State University. 





Graduating Class Rank with respect to 


















The variable "graduating class rank" smwed a significant differ-
ence between the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups of students 
(Table 22). Ninety-six students reported on the questionnaire graduat-
ing in the upper quarter of their class, of these students 64 (67%) 
enrolled at utah State. 
Table 23 gives a carplete breakdo,..m of the nonenrolled student's 
responses with respect to the question "Do you think you'll ever be an 
undergraduate student at Utah State University?". 
There were no significant differences between the enrolled and 
the nonenro1led groups of students on the variables "residency" (Utah 
vs. non-Utah) and "length of time between ACT testing and 1978 fall 
enrollrrent at utah State University" • 
Table 24 gives the questionnaire return breakdcMn by student's 
choice of Utah State University when they were administered the 
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Table 23 
Nonenrolled Student Responses to the Question 
"Ib you think you'll ever be an 
undergraduate student at USU?" 
Nonenrolled attending school Nonenrolled at any school 
other than USU 
Response No. % 
Yes 6 11% 
No 17 30% 
Unsure 27 48% 
No Response 6 11% 




Yes 9 11% 
No 24 29% 
Unsure 41 49% 
No Response 9 11% 
Total 83 100% 













Differences between first choice students and second through sixth 
choice students will be presented for the rerrainder of this chapter. 
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Table 24 
Questionnaire Return Breakd~ 
by Choice of Utah State 
Of those questionnaires returnecl., 
96 (52%) made USU first choice on the ACr 
50 (27%) made l.EU second choice on the ACT 
37 (20%) made USU third choice on the ACT 
3 (1%) made USU fourth choice on the ACT 
0 (0%) made l.EU fifth or sixth choice on the ACT 
186 = total number of students responding to the questionnaire 
Table 25 
Resp:mses of First Choice Students and Second 
through Sixth Choice Stlrlents with respect 















Corrected Chi-Square= 4.74279* 







Reactions of First Choice Students and Second 
through Sixth Choice Students with respect to 
Social Envirorurent 
Students 
1st 2nd - 6th Total 
No 4 7 11 -irrportance 
4 12 16 
28 14 42 
25 29 54 
Great 
inp:)rtance 27 20 47 
Total 
Chi-Square= 10.62517* 
88 82 170 
E .os 
For purposes of presentation, only those variables denonstrating sig-
nificant differences between first choice students and second through 
sixth choice students will be presented henceforth. 
A significant difference was found between first choise students 
and second through sixth choice students with respect to the subfactor 
high sch(X)l counselor recamendation of the variable "rea:rnITEndations" 
(Table 25). Fifty-two responding stuients had a counselor recorrnenda-
tion, of these students 34 (65%) nade Utah State their first choice of 
sch(X)l. 
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A significant difference between first choice students arid secx:md 
through sixth ch:Jice students was found for the variable "social environ-
~nt" (Table 26). 
Table 27 
Reactions of First Choice Students and Seoond 
through Sixth Choice Stu::ients with respect to 

























Forty-t¼D responding students stated social environment was of 
average inportance when choosing a school, of these students 28 (67%) 
chose USU as their first choice of school. Sixteen responding students 
felt social environrrent was of less than average importance when choos-
ing a school, of these students 12 (75%) made Utah State second through 
sixth choice of school. 
Finally, a significant difference was found between first ch:>ice 
students and second through sixth choice students on the variable "size 
of home town" (Table 27). Thirty-seven responding students reported 
being rural residents, of these students 27 (73%) made USU their first 




This study discovered significant differences between stu:ients 
enrolled at Utah State University and tmse not enrolled with respect 
to nurnberous variables and their respective subcategories which might 
have influenced their decision to attend/not attend Utah State Univer-
sity. Differences between the tw:> groups were fotmd for the variables 
"printed materials and letters from USU", "carrpus visit", "major field 
of study", "social enviroment" , "rank in graduating class", and the 
"item (variable) influencing rrost their decision to attend/not attend 
Utah State University". A significant difference was found between 
the enrolled and the nonenrolled group for tlE variable "finances", as 
well as the finances subcategories personal financial status, parent's 
financial help, and scholarships and financial aid. A significant 
difference between the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups of students 
was found for the variable "recommendations", as well as its sub--
category parent recanrrendation. A significant difference was found 
between the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups with respect to the 
variable "proximity to hane". MJre specifically, a significant differ-
ence was fotmd bet~n the tw:> groups with reference to the stu:ient 
wanting/needing to ,be away from hane when attending/not attending Utah 
State University. 
Significant differences between first choice students of Utah 
State and serond through sixth choice students of USU were found for 
the variables "social environrrent", "size of hane to.vn", and the sub-
category rotmselor rea:::irmendation within the variable "recamrendations". 
CHAPI'ER V 
DISCUSSION 
It was originally hypothesized trere \'.Ould be no differences 
ret~ the enrolled and nonenrolled groups of students across the 
variables studied. This has been statistically derronstrated not to be 
ro. It was also hyp:>tresized there ¼Ould be no differences between 
first cooice students and secxmd through sixth cooice students across 
the variables studied. 'Ihis has also been made statistically evident 
not to be ro. 
Evaluation of Findings 
Cbntained within the ACT 1978-1979 Freshrren Class Profile of utah 
State Service Iep:>rt published by the Arrerican College 'Iesting Program 
is a table which indicates oow stooents selected USU at the tirre of 
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ACT testing. Although 1404 (67%) of tre 2107 first choice students 
failed to enroll at utah State, this enrollment percentage is consider-
ably rrore premising than for the stu::lents who listed USU as their 
second thrm.:gh sixth choice of school to attend. Ninety-one percent of 
the serond cooice stu<Ents failed to enroll at Utah State, 95% of third 
coo ice students failed to enroll at USU, and 95% of the fourth through 
sixth choice students failed to enroll at Utah State University in the 
Fall Quarter of 1978. 
utah State, trerefore, has a statistically better chanCE of enroll-
ing those students who list USU as treir first cooice of scoool to 
attend. Iesults of the study indicate there are relatively minor but 
nevertheless significant differences betv.Ben first cooice students and 
seoond through sixth ch:>ice stuCEnts. 
Only 28% of tre resp:mding students had a high sch:>ol oounselor 
recamendation when chcx>sing a schcx>l to attend. However, of those 
students who did have counselor recormendations, they nore than likely 
mare Utah State tl'Eir first choice of school to attend (Table 25) • It 
would seem to be in Utah State's best interests to have prospective 
stuCEnt's high schcx>l rounselor directly involved in the college 
decision--rraking process. In fact, of the 164 responding students who 
reard reo:mrrendations of USU from one scurce or another, 134 (82%) of 
these recarrrendations v.Bre m:::>stly p:,sitive or all p:,sitive (Table 15). 
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It v.0uld be recorrrrended Utah State University officials begin to 
explore viable means whereby high sch:>ol coi.mselors and others can 
receive pertinent information concerning this university and then dis-
tril:ute such material, perhaps in the fonn of a personal rerorcmendation, 
to prospective rollege stuCEnts. 
It w:::>uld appear to be advantageous to utah State for the rounselor 
to prepare and distribute an infonnative rewsletter d:!scribing various 
post-secondary schcx>ls, particularly thooe located in utah. A seoond 
alternative rould be scheduling group and individual appointnents by the 
high schcxJl ccunselor with both juniors and seniors, enabling hi:rrv'rer 
to assist more of these students with future educational plans. 
In surrna.tion, neans should be devised wh::!reby prospective stucents 
of USU can hear the recx:mnendations of individuals, _p.articularly those 
of high school counselors, wm have had previous contact with utah 
State University in one form or another. 
Altlnu;Jh the variable "social environnent" was significant when 
differentiating betv.Ben first choice stu::lents and second through sixth 
choice sttrlents (Table 26), the pattern of reSfX)nses for ooth groups 
makes intelligent interpretation quite difficult and inpractical. 
'Ihere was a significant difference fmmd bet~ first choice 
students and serond through sixth choice students for the variable 
"size of hone town" (Table 27). 
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Altoough 27 out of 37 (73%) respmding first choiCE students W=re 
from a rural residency, rural residents <Xillprise only 21% of the total 
resp::>nding student population. In fact, of toose reSfX)nding first 
choice studentsr 29% we.re rural residents, 42% of the stlrl:mts v.e.re 
small city residents, and 29% of the students ,;.,ere large city residents. 
'lherefore, Utah State v.0uld have no real advantage recruiting sttrlents 
in any one residential area as all three seem to possess approximately 
the sane numl:X'=r of students choosing utah State as their first choice 
of school to attend. It appears to be sorrewhat inpractical to ccncen-
trate on rural resirents in USU's attempt to attract rrore stu:lents 
choosing utah State as their first ch:>iCE of school to attend. 
Results in this study appear to indicate there are little, if any, 
rrajor significant differences between first choiCE students and second 
through sixth choice stu:ients for th2 variables studied. Previous 
research indicates ,first choice students enroll at Utah State sub-
stantially rrore often than serond through sixth choice students. 'Ihere 
seems to be, ho~vPJ, little Utah State can do directly to influenre a 
prospective sttrlent to choose USU as his/her first choice of school to 
attend. 
An imfortant nethodolQJical question has not been fully assessed 
which might shed sone light on the subject. For purposes of this study, 
it was an assumption all students had equal cxntact with utah State 
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University refore choosing to make USU first through sixth choice when 
administered the ACT. 'lllis was not the case, in fact this assurrption 
can re cmsidered an atypical situation at rest. For instance, some 
students may have rrade Utah State their first choire of school after 
visiting this canpus, while sorre students ma.de Utah State first choire 
of college without ever directly interacting with the USU canpus. For 
purp:,ses of systerratic analysis, it would have been rro:re appropriate if 
all pros:pective students had equal contact with Utah State before making 
their ch::>ice of sch::>ol on the ACT. 
Results obtained indicate there are few, if any, major significant 
differences retv.een first cl:nire students and second thrm.JJh sixth 
choice students. 'I'l'Ere is little Utah State can directly affect with 
respect t o a student making USU his/her first choice of school to attend . 
Hov.iever, once a stude.'1t indicates USU as his/her first choire of school, 
utah Sta t e has a substantially 1::etter chance to enroll him/her in the 
future . 
Significant differences bet~ the enrolled and the nonenrolled 
groups of stu:lents on the variables stu:lied will be addressed. Again, 
tre question is not what influenced prospective students to 1 ist USU 
as his/her first choice of sch:x)l but rather once the decision was ma.de 
what procedures and steps can utah State undertake to insure enrolling 
substantially rrore of tmse first cmice students than USU has aca::rn-
plished in tre past. 
One rrore procedural question needs to be e}4X)unded UfX)n. It is an 
assurrption Utah State University can little inflrenre a prospective 
student who places little, if any, inportance on any one or rrore factors 
when cooosing what school to attend. However, should a stw.ent feel a 
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particular factor, or factors, possesses from average to great impor-
tance, only then can Utah State begin to infloonce hi.nv'her to enroll at 
this university. 
Utah State University appears to be doing a very good job with 
respect to the printed rcaterials and letters it sends out concerning 
the university (Table 7). The majority of responding students felt 
the quantity to be a.lxmt right (69%), or adequate quality (72%), and 
received al:out when needed (85%). Results seem to indicate that if a 
stu:lent placed average to great importance on the rcaterials and letters 
sent to him/her by USU, he/she derronstrated a significant tendency to 
enroll at Utah State. This tendency, ho;..-ever, can not b2 traced to any 
one subfactor (quantity, quality, or timliness) within the variable 
"printed rraterials and letters fran USU. " 
It is recx:mrended Utah State upgrade the quality of these materials 
and letters; perhaps individuals would have been nore infltEI1ced to 
enroll at USU i f the y felt tre quality was exrellent, not rrerely ad-
equate. On the whole, Utah State seems to be c:orrpetent in the area of 
publications concerning the school. 
'Ihe factor "finanres" and its three subfactors appears initially 
difficult to interpret. I€sults expressed in Table 21 seem to indicate 
that if finances was the rrost influential item when a student chose a 
school, he / she tended not to enroll at Utah State. Hov.ever, of t..l-10se 
30 ncnenrolled stu:lents who indicated finances as the rrost infltEntial 
item, 15 (50%) of them did not enroll at any school. Of those 38 
enrolled Utah State or other students who felt finances ms the rrost 
influential item coIO=ming their college decision, 23 (61%) enrolled 
at Utah State. 
Pesul ts from this study seem to say trat if rroney was of rrore 
than average inp:)rtance when a sttrlent decided what school to attend, 
he/she enrolled at Utah State (Table 8). looking at the three sub-
factors of the variable "finances" (Tables 9, 10, and 11), a CXJrn[X)Site 
picture O'.:lm:!s through. It appears that if a student receives sorre 
financial help fran his parents and sorre financial aid from this 
university, he/she smws a definite tendency to enroll at Utah State. 
If a sttrlent receives adequate financial aid from USU, nire ti.Ioos out 
of ten he/she will enroll at Utah State University. 
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At this point, a specific flaw of tl:E qrestionnaire rrust be rren-
tiomd which makes further analysis and interpretation of the results 
inaccurate to sare degree. Peferring to the questionnaire section 
"Scholarships and Financial Aid", chJice tw::> was to have read "Scholar-
ships and Financial Aid applied for wt no aid was offered by utah State 
University". Instead, this phrase was inaccurately typed "Scholarships 
and Financial Aid not applied for but oo aid was offered by utah State 
University". Interpretation of Table 11 would seem to suffer from this 
inopportune typing error. 
It seems the typical en.rolled student at USU oould attend sorre 
colleges but not others mthJut financial aid. 'Ihe tendency seems to 
be that as long as the sturent applied for financial aid, whether 
adequate financial aid W3.S granted or not, he/she tended to enroll at 
utah State University. 
Fifty-eight percent of those responding students did not apply for 
financial aid for ore reason or another wrEn admitted to Utah State. 
Sixty percent of those responding financial aid non-applicants did not 
enroll at this University. Ibssibl y, students did not apply for 
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financial aid recause th2y had no interest in attending USU or perhaps 
th2y relieved th2y ~re ineligible for forthcx::ming financial aid. 'lbe 
Financial Aid Office is encouraged to disoover explanations for this 
pattern of responses and develop and/or rrodify policies and procedures. 
The overall pattern of responses ooems to indicate that finances 
is an llIIFOrtant variable in the college decision-making process for 
rrany students. Tre typical USU financial aid applicant tended to enroll 
at this university despite, in sorre instances, insufficient financial 
aid. Utah State is fortunate to enroll so many individuals in view of 
th2 financial plight many of th= students find tl'Ernselves in. '.l'h::! 
only recamendation offered is in reality a plea to USU to allocate 
financial aid funds with maximum utility in mind. Utah State sh::mld 
continue to keep college costs as low as possible to allow as many 
potential students enroll for classes as possible. 
Utah State University is cbing an excellent job in the area 
"campus visit" (Table 12). Students wh::> visit USU tended to enroll at 
Utah State. If prospective students do not visit th= utah State campus, 
they tended not to enroll at this university. Prospective students 
smuld re given ample cpportunity to visit tre carrpus refore th2y make 
a final decisim on what school to attend. It is recamended Utah State 
officials elicit' suggestions and ideas from high school coonselors and 
otrers which 'WOuld allow rrore high school students to visit th= Utah 
State campus. Fesults of this sttrly seem to indicate that if th= 
students visit usu, trere is a higrer probability th2y will enroll. 
In terms of th= variable "recamendaticns" (Table 13) , results 
seem to indicate trat if th= students put average to great llIIFOrtance 
on recx:mTEI1dations of utah State, th2y will enroll at this University. 
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Results appear to indicate students receive for the rrost part rrostly 
positive or all p::>sitive recorrrrendations of utah State (Table 15). It 
appears ~ple woo have had previous contact with um tend to state 
pleasing comrents about this university when asked. 
utah State's best interest \\Ould be served by having more infor-
rration spread by 11\'.Clrd of rrouth" al::out the school; how to acconplish 
this is another qtEStion. It may be that alurmi can becorre nore active 
in their re~ctive oormnmities explaining for prospective students 
the benefits and advantages of being enrolled at Utah State University. 
If the parents had any say in the student's decision with re~ct 
to v.hat school he/sre will attend, he/she will rmre than likely enroll 
at utah State (Table 14). It may be beneficial to get the prospective 
student's parents more involved in the college recisim-rnaking process. 
Perhaps utah State can send rraterials and letters concen1ing this 
tmiversity directly to the student's parents. A secmd alternative 
v.0uld be telephoning the parents directly and a Uowing than the 
opportunity to ask questions and gain information al:xmt this university. 
A third possibility would be to assist the parents with provisicns in 
order that trey be able to acrorrpany their children on a visit of the 
l.EU carrpus . 
Results from this study indicate parents have only limited 
influence m treir children's college decision-making. Perhaps this 
is due to the parent's insufficient and/or inadequate information about 
today's colleges. By informing the parents as ...ell as possible of what 
their child can expect at Utah State, the parents will p::>ssibly have a 
greater inpact m their children's choice of college (and hopefully in 
the expected p::>sitive direction to.vards utah State). Fbr future stud-
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ies it is suggested the term "RecamEndatirns of Utah State" replace 
the term "Reccmrendations" on the questionnaire to give tre instrurrent 
greater clarity. 
A significant difference was found ret~ the enrolled and non-
enrolled groups of stucents with reference to tre "major field of study" 
(Table 16). Results seem to indicate trat if a student seriously con-
sidered intended rrajor field of study v.hen choosing a schx>l to attend, 
re/sre tended to enroll at utah State. Sinply, if tre stucents really 
want it, utah State usually has v.hat they want. 
Sixty-six percent of th:>se resp:>nding students put rrore than 
average to great importanre on their intended major field of study 
v.hen chcx:>sing a schx>l. All departrrents of utah State a.re therefore 
encoura ged to present themselves in the rest light possible with re- · 
spect to future rraterials and letters sent out by USU. 
Results appear to indicate that if a student felt "social environ-
rrent" was of no impJrtance when chcx:>sing a sch ool, re/she generally 
did not enroll at Utah State (Table 17). If a stuc:ent fel social en-
viraurent was of no.re than average i.rrµ)rtance wh::m choosing a school 
to enroll at, re/sre generally enrolled at USU. 'Ihis indicates that 
tlKJse stucents wh:>, enrolled at Utah State felt that the social environ-
rrent was an important ronsideration. It would probably re advantageous 
for USU to stress in its future materials, letters, carrpus visits, and 
other oources of infonnation to prospective stucents those activities, 
locations, happenings, and other such diversions which make up utah 
State's social environrrent. 
If proximity to oorre was an important variable wren choosing a 
college to attend, the student tended to enroll at utah State (Table 18) . 
Cbnversely, if proximity to horre 'Wa.S not an i.np:>rtant factor when 
ch:::>osing a college, tre prospective student tended not to enroll at 
Utah State. Generally, rrost sttrlents enrolled at USU l:ecause they 
wanted/needed to l::e away from horre (Table 19). 
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From student's CXJITIITl61ts, (See Appendix D for a listing of relevant 
student corrnents with respect to their college decisim-rraking) Utah 
State provided sttrlents the opportunity to test treir inrependence by 
attending schcx>l away from horre yet was located close enoogh to horre 
to return on -....eekends. In tenTI.S of recruiting stuoonts, this pattern 
could l:e an invaluable asset. Presently, Utah State Uliversity does 
afford for many sturents not living at .h:>tre tm change to "grow" 
simultaneously with other students both inside and outside the class-
room. Utah State officials are encouraged to elicit ideas and sugges-
tions :with respect to the pattern of prospective sti..rlents rrore than 
likely enrolling at IBU l:ecause they needed/wanted to l:e awey from 
.h:>rre when attending college. 
Utah State can set sorre enrollrrent and recruitrrent r:olicies 
(Tables 20 and 21). 'Ihe m.:ml:er one influential item of prospective 
sturents with respect to their decision of what particular school to 
attend is "finan~s". As previously rrentiored, of those 38 students 
who listed finances as first choice and enrolled at sorre school, USU 
or otherwise, 23 (61%) enrolled at Utah State. It is rea:mTEnded Utah 
State, as its first priority, continre with its financial aid r:olicies 
as ronsistently as r:ossible. 
The secom rrost influential item, "proximity to horre", shot,,.,Bd a 
fairly r:ositive trend towards enrollm:mt with 19 out of 32 (59%) re-
sponding students enrolling at Utah State University. It is rerorrnended 
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utah State officials stu:iy possible effects and r.enef its of this 
tendency of prospective stt.rlents to want/need to be awey fran horrE 
while attending Utah State with referenoo to future USU recruitrrent 
and enroll.m:mt p:,licies. 
'I1'E third and fourth mJSt influential items, "rec:x::mrendations" 
and "major field of stmdy" respectively, shCM quite pooitive trends 
with respect to stu:ient enroll.mmt. Of trn 24 students who chose 
their future oollege largely on trn strength of reccmrendations of 
that school, 21 (88%) enrolled at utah State. It is suggested USU 
attempt to perfetuate this trend if at all p:,ssible. Of the 23 stlrlents 
who based trnir college oocisirn for the rrost part on their prospective 
major field of stu:iy, 16 (70%) enrolled at utah State University. It 
appears at present utah State p:,ssesses exoollent recruiting and enroll-
ing policies with referenoo to the sttrlent 's intenood major field of 
study. 
Finances, proximity to l'lcm3, recx::mrendatirns, and major field of 
sttrly account for 70% of the resp:,nses to the qtEstion asking for the 
item which nost influenood the student's decision to attend/not attend 
utah State. Of these 117 students, 79 (68%) enrolled at Utah State 
if they enrolled anywhere at all. It seems that utah State is present-
ly doing alnost all it can to enroll its applicants. Assuming the rrost 
influmtial item is the first priority for future recruitm:mt/enroll-
nent decisions, USU is doing quite an excellent job with respect to 
its top four major priorities. 'There is still room, hov.Bver, for irn-
proverrent and/or innovations iwth respect to future enrollnent and 
recruitnent p:,licies. It is intenood recanrrendations offered in this 
chapter are to be studied with the aims of feasibility and practicality 
finnly in mind. 
Fesults seem to indicate that if a prospective student was in the 
top quarter of his graduating class, he/she tended to enroll at Utah 
State (Table 22) . Ninety-six students rerx,rted graduating in the top 
quarter of their class, of these 64 (67%) enrolled at Utah State. 
Perhaps USU can provide rmre literature, catalogs, infonnation, etc. 
for these students in an attempt to enrourage rrore tc:p stu:3ents to 
enroll at this university. 
Utah State's interest ¼Duld re served rest by having rrore top 
students attending this University. 'Ibis rx,sitive tendency to enroll 
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at this institutirn is quite rE!Tlarkable ronsidering the keen corrpeti.tion 
Utah State faces with other colleges and universities in Utah. Although 
explanations for this enrolJ..nent tendency are vagt.E, it is recormended 
USU regin to conCEntrate on attracting nore of those students who 
graduate in the top quarter of their class. 
All nrnenrolled sttrlents ¼ere asked ~ther they ever plan to re 
undergraduate students at Utah State (Table 23). Results from those 
nonenrolled students attending a sctool other than USU and those non-
enrolled students at any school are quite similar ~ percentage 
totals are oornpared. 'Iherefore, percentage total results for a com-
bined nonenrolled group are a fair indicatirn of how all nonenrolled 
students, USU or otherwise, resrx,nd. 
Due to the fact 49% of the resrx,nding nonenrolled students are 
presently unsure of future attendance at Utah State, an innovative 
idea would re to smd follow-up letters to all nonenrolled students of 
utah State lhiversity expressing USU's contintEd interest in that par-
ticular stu:1ent's academic progress. Should the student ronsider trans-
£erring schools for one reason or another, Utah State's ccntinuous 
interest may re tre inpetus for him/her enrolling at utah State. Any 
and all reoomrendations are in the for.m of suggestions and ideas which 
USU can inplemmt if it so warrants. 
Cbnclusions and 1€c:x::ircm;mdations 
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Iesults of this study appear to indicate tmre are little, if any, 
significant differences ret-ween first choire students and serond through 
sixth choice students. Previous research indicates first choire stu...: 
dents tend to enroll at USU substantially rrore often than second throogh 
sixth clnice students. '!here seems to re, hov.Bver, little utah State 
University can do to directly infloonre a prospective student to chx>se 
Utah State as his/her first choire of scnool to attend. 
Th:! serond issoo for discussion was onre the oocision was made 
by the pros_E:ecti ve student to make Utah State his/her first coo ice of 
sC:0001, what procedures and/or steps can USU unoortake to insure en-
rolling substantially rrore of trese first clnlce students than it has 
acrorrplished in tre past. 'Ibis inml ved a differentiation ret-ween the 
enrolled and the nonenrolled groups of students across 15 major vari- · 
ables; significant differences ret~n the t~ groups were found for 
many of the variables studied. 
Differences retv.Ben the enrolled and the nonenrolled groups ~re 
presented and discussed. From these differences, rerormendations and 
suggestions were constructed and proposed to enable utah State Univer-
sity to enroll substantially rrore pros_E:ective students than it has in 
the past. 
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Various su:::rgestions with respect to Utah State's recnritnent 
and enrolbrent policies have been offered. It ~uld appear to l:e in 
USU' s rest interests to have prospective stooents visit the utah State 
campus. A su:::rgestion has l:een offered to have a prospective utah State 
stu:!ent' s parents involved in the college decision-making process. 
It is recx:mrrended that prospective USU sttrlents l:e info:rned of 
financial aid applications and procedures as to allow rrore stu:ients 
the JX)ssibility of attendance at utah State. 1€cormendations of this 
school, for tte most part, have been positive. It ~uld l:e encouraged 
prospective students hear tte rea:mrendations of trose individuals who 
have had previoos contact with this lllliversity. 
It is suggested that tte housing office of USU develop parrphlets, 
brochures, and otter such information which can l:e distributed to 
prospective students as it appears many current students of USU are 
enrolled l:ecause ttey desired to attend school away from hone. 
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FOLI.a'J-UP OF APPLICANTS 'ID Ul'AH STATE UNIVERSITY 
ID. 
- I. Please check ({5 the IrOSt applicable activity you are presently 
engaged in: 
II . 








I'm atterrling an:>ther college or university 
I'm in the military service 
I am \\Orking (part-tirre or full-time) 
I am a full-time l'aretaker 
I'm on, or will sh::>rtly go on, a mission for my church 
I'm still in high sch::>ol 
Ot!Er (please explain -------------------
If you have enrolled in another college or university this fall, 
please irrlicate: 
NAME: ------------------------




-~ II I. On a scale of 1 2 3 4 5, with a 111" being of oo inportance and a 
"5" being of great .irrp::>rtance, please irrlicate by circli~ ~ 
appropriate number of each of the follow:i~ statarents on your 
decision to attem or oot attem Utah Sta le University. 2 
m 
~ 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
A. Per&)nal Health 
_Check if harrlicapped 
B. Printed Materials and Letters fran Utah State University 
Quantity (c~k one) ~lity (check one) Timeliness (check one) 
lt>thing received W::>rthless _Received too early 
-Less than I needed 
-Al:out right _Adequate Al:out when needed 
-M:>re than was 
-useful Excellent Recevierl too late 

















Personal Financial Status (check one) 
I could at.ter.d t..1ie school of my ch:Jice with:mt financial assistance. 
Without f inancial aid I could atterrl s:::>rre colleges but not others. 
I could rot attend college without finan:ial help. 
Other -----------------------------
Par ents' Financial Help (check one) 
Par ents ab le and willing to help. 
Parents wi lling to help to th2 extent of their resources 
Paren ts wi ll provide on ly limited help. 
Parents are not being usErl as a source of financing 
Other 
Scmlarsr,._i..ps and Financia l Aid (check one) 
Sch::llar ship s or Fina ncia l Aid not applied for 
Scrolarships and Financial Aid not applied for rut :oo aid was 
off e~Ed by Utah Sta te University. 
Financial Aid was of fered by Utah State University but arrount was 
insuffici ent. 
Finan cial A_icl 1,r;;s offerred and the anount v-lilS adequa te. 
Oth Er ------- ----------------------
2 3 4 5 D. Campus Visit 
Check if you didn 't visit the campus 
. 2 3 4 5 E. Reco.mnend2,tions , 
Wln m~3e reccmnendat ions 


















2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
L 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
C 
-3-
G. Social Envirorrnent 
H. Proximity to hane 
I wante::1 (neErled) to be at hane 
I wante:i (needed) to be away £ran heme 
I. Availability of Housing 
J. Other --------------------
IV. In the blank at th e left indicate the item (A-J) which 
influence:i nost your dec:ision to atterrl or not atterrl 
Utah State University. Any carments ooncerning the most 
influential itan, or any of the other items, v.0uld be 
most helpful to us. 
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V. 'Ib assist us in tarulating these data, please creek the cha.racteristics 




Rural Resident (less than 2,000) 
&nall City Resident (2,000 to 25,000) 
Large City Resident (over 25, 000) 
I graduate in: 
Upper¼ of my class 
IDwer ½ of my class 
Upper½ of my class 




Currently Enrolle:i at U.S.U. 
Unsure 
VII. On the reverse side please make any additional carments that you 
wish about your experiences with Utah State University. Please be 
frank arrl mnest. Tha.nk you. 
If corrpleted by parent, please check ---
APPENDIX B 
OFFICE OF THE 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Dear 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN. UTAH 84322 
71 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Our records slnw that you listed Utah State University as one of the colleges 
to receive your ACT results. We are sincerely interested in learning why 
you did or did not croose to attend Utah State University and v.Duld appreciate 
your feelings with regard to the acconpanying questionnaire. 
It smuld take just a few minutes to canplete this form. This information 
fran you will be used to imp::>Ve our procedures for easing the transition from 
high sch:XJl to college in the future. If you ~ulcl CXJrnplete the questionnaire 
mw, while it' s on your mind and return it in the stamped, addressed envelope 
enclosed, as soon as possible, we would greatly appreciate it. 
Any information gaine:1 from this questionnaire wj ll be held in the strictest 
professional confidence. All data gathered in this research project will be 
presented in group form only. A code number has been placed on the form to 
help us follow-up on non-respond.ants. Once our follow-up procErlures are 
canplete all means of individual identification will be destroyErl and your 






OFFICE OF THE 
VICE PRESIDENT 
Dear 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN. UTAH 84322 
73 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 
Our records sh:lw that you listed Utah State University as one of the colleges 
to receive your ACr results. We are sincerely interested in learning why 
you did or did mt chJose to atteoo Utah State University an:i \t.Culd appreciate 
your feelings with regard to the acca:rpanyin3' questionnaire. 
It soould take just a fed minutes to canplete this form. This infonra.tion 
fran you will be used to .irrp)ve our procedures for easing the transition fran 
high schJol to college in the future. If you w:mld canplete the questionnaire 
row, while it's on your mind and return it in the stamped, addressed envelope 
enclosed, as soon as EX)Ssible, we \t.Culd greatly appreciate it. 
Any information gained fran this questionnaire v·ill be held in the strictest 
professional confidence. All data gathered in this research project will be 
presented in group form only. A code number has been placerl on the fonn to 
help us follow-up on mn-resEX)rrlants. Once our follow-up procedures are 
canplete all rreans of irrlividual identification will be destroyed an:i your 




. Vice Prev,dent for 





"oouldn' t affm:d to go to sch:Jol and live away fran hOire also. " 
"the tuition is tCX) high for out-of-state students" 
"staying at h::>rre ¼hi.le attending sch:Jol was irrp:>rtant, tecause I 
needed to save the rroney I would have used for rousing to go on an 
L.D.S. mission." 
"my scmlarship and tre proximity to h:me." 
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"I like U.S.U. and it was very good to give rre a sch::>larship for my 
first year, but I'm afraid that I \\011 't te able to have it rene¼Bd for 
another year ... " 
"receipt of a u.s.u. scmlarsrJ.p" 
"getting a scmlarship really made tre decision for rre. I had other 
scmlarship offers but u.s.u. was the test location. So when they 
offered rre one I accepted." 
nonenrolled 
"tre only reason I didn't go to utah State is going da-m there, and 
the noney" 
"I feel th3.t utah State did a good job in getting information to 
prospective stwents . I -would probably have gone there except I could 
not afford it." 
"an athletic scoolarship was not granted to rre even trough I visited 
the campus, was interviev.ed by tre roaching staff, and was told that 
I -would te highly reccrrrrended for financial aid through a fcx,tball 
scmlarship." 
"I was interested in utah State but personal reasons kept rre at hOire. 
Financial circunstances W=re also a big factor in my decision not to 
attend ... " 
"it was basically financial" 
"didn't receive a scmlarship fran u.s.u. while I rereived one from 
Weter State . " 
"visited but no scoolarship offer." 
"I coulmi't afford to live away from hOire." 
nonenrolled (continued) 
"cost of tuition and b:oks ... tre rroney to attend college was 
probably rrore irnp::>rtant thm any otrer. 11 
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11I v.Bnt into tre military as a reservist and couldn't attend college 
in tre fall. I really need a scholarship or sare financial aid for rre 
to attend rollege away from mrre" 
"I wanted to mrk for one year first .. ·!11/ brother will return hare 
from his L.D.S. mission in May and I have helped to support him ,;,mile 
h9 has reen gone. 11 
"I didn't attend Utah State because I went to Calif. to school because 
of lo.....er tuitioo 11 
11I applied for a scmlarship in the field of ITU1Sic but no resp:mse 
negative or p:>sitive so I applied for one at Weber State- and obtained 
it." -
"I needed to kepp my job. So I attended Weber State this year. I plan 
to attend U.S.U. in the future." 
"Dixie offered rre a very good scmlarship which I couldn't refuse. I 
also wanted to start out in a srraller colleg-e such as Dixie." 
"Could not afford to pay out-of-state tuition plus other tuition" 
"I'm making good rroney and I didn't want to leave that." 
"Financial aid didn't seem to (sic) readily available to rre ••• I didn't 
oocide not to go to u.s.u. because of tre school, but because of the 
benefits of Stever1S Henager." 
"was offered football scoolarship to play at Dixie ... was very interest-
ed in attending U.S. U and had sate rontact with the football coaches 
but was unable to make trip to canpus wtEl they rrade tm offer on very 
shar:-t notice ... " 
enrolled 
"mamly r;eople in Extensicn work and 4-H reccnrrended that I go to 
U.S.U. That was the biggest influ:mce" 
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"your college was highly reccnrrended to ne by my Drill Team Instructor." 
"Recomrendaticns of friends and I felt a good business field." 
"I haven't talked to anyone, who attended U. s. u. , that wasn't pleased 
with the 'atrrosphere'." 
"Parent recarrrended that I ~uldn't be just a number and the school 
still has a good academic reputaticn, I'd get nore r;ersonal attention" 
"All r;eople I ha"\e talked to really enjoyed U.S.U." 
"Friends going to school and personal feelings aboot school influ:mc:ed 
ne" 
"My parents :toth wmt there" 
CZ\MPUS VISIT 
enrolled 
"size and quality of the carrpus" 
"I visited the campus, I received a tour, a free lunch, and a chance 
to visit with professors in several different oopart::nElts. This made 
ne feel that I was important, even as an undecided high school stu-
dent ... I really enjoyed the visit and I h:::>r;e future visitors have the 
sarre exr:erience . ' 
"After talking to people going and wh:::> have gore to U.S.U. they ...ere 
happy and prcud of it. The thing that impressed me the nost was the 
wann and sincere attitude of tm professors, catm.selors, and everyone 
else involved with U.S.U. on my visit up to Logan ... " 
"I visited 2 other colleges besioos u.s.u. rut the friendliness and 
assistanre extended to ne during my visit helr;ed me decide in favor of 
attending U.S .u." 
FIEID OF SI'UDY 
enrolled 
"All tlE item, were of great imp::,rtance. Finances \\ere a problem but 
my parents \\ere willing to send rre away to college even th:mgh it 
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'WOuld be a greater cost. But since my field was offered here at U.S.U., 
it was best." 
"I wanted to teach, and Utah State offered tl'E l::est resources. Serre 
of tlE people are hard to get to kno.v rut others are super." 
"Best school in the state for horre ec. ed." 
"tl'E sr:ecial ed. department" 
"I mard u.s.u has a great P.E. program and my sister goes here." 
nonenrolled 
"I feel that Utah Tech has an outstanding Nursing program and it's 
close to horre which makes it convenient." 
"I would like to attend if you had any kind of program on flying ... If 
you had an adequate Aviation Prcqram and oould find rre a job wh=re I 
oould v.0rk part tirre and go to sch:x:>l full tirre I would l::e very inter-
ested in attending your sch:x)l ... " 
"wasn't sure of major so doing preliminaries in drafting and design. 
In general, I W:l.S treated with fairness and prorrptn ess." 
"If I v.OUld have known what I wanted to study and had financial 
assistance I would have v-ent to u. S. u." 
"den 't have desired field ... you didn't teach what I wanted to learn" 
"was not sure of major. Didn't want a four year program. r:ecided to 
work in field for , 1-2 yr. to get acquainted with what I wanted ... my 
main reaoon for holding back on any schx>ling is my field of stu:ly. I 
want to l::e decided on my major before I start - instead of getting up 
there and wasting tirre and rroney ... " 
PRINI'ED MATERIAIS Al.'ID LE'ITERS FRCM U. S • U. 
enrolled 
"visit to my high sch:)ol. .. mail ...as very infonnative, as a freshrren 
you feel lost" 
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"I think t:te program of when t:te representatives from a college cCITE 
and give a presentation on the University is great ... The person who 
represents a uni \;,ersity stould plot out t:te steps as to h:Jw to get 
accepted to t:1E university, how to get musing, what financial aid is 
available and how to get it ... 'Ihe brochures and everything were great." 
nonenrolled 
"I "MJuld have liked to attend your university, but I neeood rrore infor-
mation alxmt rousing and financial aid ..• " 
SCCIAL ENVIR:M1ENI' 
enrolled 
"I really like th2 school, people, carrpus, etc. Eve:r.yone is very 
friendl y ." 
"I've always liked this sch:)ol and my brothers (3) and sister all cane 
up here and loved it, and oo do I so far ... t:te social life is really 
great." 
oonenrol led 
"My parents roth graduated from u.s.u., but have felt t:te social 
envirorurent and academic standards are not as good as they were in t:te 
past. One of my friends is new attending u.s.u. and really dislikes 
it - his room mates (sic) sroke pot all th2 tine alttough :te isn't a 
rrember of th2 L.D.S. church, :te expected it to :te different in utah." 
"my rrot:ter lives in IDgan and I could live t:tere - also I like the 
cafl1JUS and I don't like Wyomings (sic)" 
PIDXIMITY 'IO OOME 
enrolled 
"I wanted to live away f:rom hJrre but t.e close enough if I wanted to 
re h:::rne. II 
11I enjoy u.s.u t.ecause it gives rre room to grow and develop away from 
ffil'Ce. II 
11 it is near h:>rre but far enough away, the size of tre college, the 
rrountains, 11 
"it's a good experien0= to rrove amy for a while" 
"I can't afford rousing away from hane. 11 
nanenrolled 
"proximity to h:Jrre. I wanted to t.e near hare. I applied at utah 
State in case I was not ac0=pted at Brigham Young Uni wrsity. I was 
acrepted at B.Y.U. rut decided to stay in Florida." 
"utah State is 14 oours fran my h:>rre in califomica. 'Ihat' s too far. 
Also, I ...anted to t.e in a warner climate. 'Ihe school is ex0=llent. 
My visit inpressed rre very much. If it had teen closer to horre, I 
would have attended for sure. 11 
"I decided not to attend U.S.U. t.ecause I did not mnt to go to 
sch::>ol in that area . " 
"I think that leaving hJrre is a big step. I don't think I'm :ready." 
"I will go on a mission this next sumrer, and could see no :reason to 
travel to IDgan to attend sch::>ol when I oould attend Wet.er State here. 11 
"I wanted to be away from h:>ItE and your program e:>unred reasonable. 
My parent said 'no, you're not going that far your first year. If you 




"The financial aid and tlE fact that alot of my friends ~re attending 
v.ere rrost irrp:)rtant to rre when I was deciding where to go. " 
"There wasn't me item of inportance. 'lliey all contributed to my 
decision ... It has the envirorurent I want without reing tcx:, far from 
h::me. I'm also i.npressed with the Cbllege of F.docation. It has a 
good reputation and I really like the program." 
"All ~re of najor i.nportance. I received a scholarship and the 
nutritim depart:ITent is excellent. I vas also very interested in 
participating in the Aggiettes." 
"U.S. U. 's tuition was lov.er than B. Y. u. ACT soore requirerrents ~re 
lo~r. Letter written by Capt. Hier in R.O.T.C. (anny) was quite 
inf11.EI1tial. Hier told my husband he was neeood .in the pro:,:µ-am, and 
with his 7 years military experience, he w:>uld probably re put in an 
irrportant positim." 
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"It was my friend and counselor that helped rre make my decision. Also, 
I visited the carrpus and received all of the University naterials and 
good recornrendatior.s from other people, infll..Eilred rre to attend U.S.U ••. 
It's just the right size for rre and I like the town of Logan. So I 
do think that it is in a great environment." 
"friends, social envirorurent ... I don't tmderstand how they decide who 
gets a scholarship and who doesn't when a person is just out of high 
school. It seems kind of unfair; nany people may re eligible for 
some financial help or scholarship rut yet one persm wuld get it and 
not another ... " 
"A very pleasant campus-friendly ... It was nice to rereive a scl!olarship 
for the school I wished to attend." 
"I'm going to re an engineer and I have heard of U.S.U's reputation of 
having alrrost all engireers receive job opporttmities so I've reen 
irrpressed. I'd like to see the advertiserrent of the opporttmities 
and fields that are presented at u.s.u. because people need to know. 
It would also re helpful if it ~re sent out at a decent tirre." 
"I received sorre good recormendations of U.S.U. I live in Utah and 
didn't vant to pay out~f-state tuition to sorre other schcx:,l. I live 
in Cache vailey and my parents thought it \\Duld re retter if I ~t to 
u.s.u since it was closer to horre. U.S.U gave rre a scholarship for a 
year and tlat vas another incentive to exxte here. I also carre to 
U.S. u recause they have a Pre-vet najor, other schools don't in utah ••• 
U.S.U is smaller than the other Universities in utah. I was hesitant 
in attending the larger ones recause of the loss of individuality." 
MIXED ( con tint.Ed) 
enrolled 
"My parents strongly suggested I stay h:me at least my first year. I 
have lived in IDgan quite a few years and I always thought U.S.U was 
a good scmol and had a good spirit." 
"men I was trying to decide ~re to go, I received letters from 
Utah State (oontinually). They wanted rre to know all al:xmt tre scmol 
and what it had to offer me. Utah State was always on my mind 
l::ecause of the letters." 
nonenrolled 
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"religious atrrosprere ... H::>~ver, I wouldn't have gene there my freshrren 
year (U.S.U.) l::ecause trere's no way I muld have afforded out of state 
tuition and I wanted to go to Ricks for religious supporting. I really 
love it at Ricks, but I hope:! to attend Utah State in the next oouple of 
years." 
"U. S. U. carcpus and p;:!ople is tre l::est I have seen from Weber State and 
U. of U., but financially I oouldn' t afford to attend your university. 
Ai.so, my career goal (not my major) is to l::ecorre a physical trerapist 
which your school cbesn't have, my future sch:x:>l is going to by U. of U." 
"Also, tre persm I was going up with decided not to go there. I 
wanted to attend a bigger city university. cnuldn't afford housing and 
sch:>ol. II 
"srneme mo ~t there. lxx:,ks and panphlets. I wanted and ...ould like 
to attend U.S.U in this coming fall. But I thought it l::etter to stay 
at rorre and get sorre rroney saved ... " 
"It was irrµ,rtant that, for at least a little mile, I l::e semi-indepen-
<Ent of my parents and able to manage my own affairs. Since v>B live 
in IDgan it ...ould l::e difficult by attending U.S.U sinre they v.Q.lid in-
sist I live at ~- .. also, l::ecause B.Y.U. is a 01.urch University and 
tre noral and social atrrosphere is much stricter. Sinre I am a very 
active rreml::er of the L.D.S. church tre availability of church activities 
and high standards api;:ealed to me ... I have rereived nothing but ~ 
treatrrent and P..xrella1t rerornrr.endations from U.S. U. and so have no 
qualms al::out attending if neressary." 
"I found U.S.U. too expensive for rre. No financial aid was offered 
altlnugh it was reqt.Ested ... Every tirre I talk to one of your teachers, 
I'm treated as a pee-on (sic), not as a real person, rruch less as a 
prospective stooent. I don't feel as if I would J::e ~lCOire should I 
ever decide to enrollat U.S.U. I would feel rrore like a bur<En." 
MIXED (continued) 
nooenrolled 
"I just didn't have tre rroney required for a tenn or a mole year at 
U.S.U or any other college. I feel that I didn't receive enough in-
foI1T1ation al::xJut the school. I didn't receive anything on financial 
aid, or housing. 'Ihe rrain reason I didn't attend your school is that 
I could not afford it and my parents make too much rroney so I can't 
receive any financial aid and that v.0uld help rre get through school." 
MI:SCELLANEDUS 
enrolled 
''Warren's athletic program" 
"an c:pp:>rtunity to ccnpete in gynnastics" 
nonenrolled 
"working full tine and getting married" 
"elected marriage-rrost questions not applicable" 
"The only reason I didn't attend is because I wanted to stay with my 
my friend here in tav.n and attend tre sarre university." 
"Great University thinking ab:>ut going to U. S.U. One SllllID.:r had a 
great time at Youth Cbnference for my Clmrch!" (on a mission) 
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"None of them. I just decired to go dCMn to tre Y. If I wouldn't have 
been accepted I definitely would have a::,rre to U.S.U.!" 
"I was accepted at utah State U. at the end of July because of late 
A.C.T. tests. I 'wallted to make my decision before July, July is very 
late if I was to attend in the Fall." 
"I just liked B.Y.U. better and put Utah State to fall back on." 
"It is a very good university, but with no baseball program I decided 
to attend a school that had a baseball program." 
"Your youth conferences are the very best ever, if rollege life is 




"I took the A.C.T. to acquire eligibility to attend classes for credit 
through the Utah State University Extension Service located here m 
!-bab, utah. I am just c:orrpleting 9 credit hours. Because I am a wife 
and rrother and have a full-tine job, it is inpossible to attend any 
college away from h::Jrne. 'Ihus, I am enriching myself through your 
extension service, with selection of classes that I am interested in." 
"There was no real big reason why I did not clnose U.S.U. It wasn't 
anything the school did. I wanted to qo to a small rolleqe where you 
ge t rrore personal attention and instruction from the teachers." 
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